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C'MON IN, THE WATER'S FINE.
We welcome your inquiries. We
won't always be able to answer
them but those which fall within
our knowledge will be answered in
the pages of the Bulletin and those
which open new fields will appear
as queries. Direct your questions
about wooden planes to S.WLNichol-son, c/o the Secretary; and your
questions about transitional:.
- and
metal planes to Roger Smith, editor
of the IMP.. Their addresses appear
on the masthead.
' Besides inquiries, we are most
anxious to have your reports of unrecorded makers'. names, label variations, previouslrunnoted
ations in form and materials in
transitional or metal planes, and
previously unpublished information
or comment ranging over the whole
field of plane study. Pictures,
photographs, clips from old periodicals, quotations from early
books, advertising material, extracts
from local histories or almost anything else touching planes or planemakers are useful.
Many of our members are already
devout contributors of everything
from notes to novels. Get your
feet wet. You'll enjoy seeing
your name in print.
V.
(
IMPORTANT
•
• ••
--With this issue your dues for 1980 become payable. They remain $5 and will
only be raised if costs continue to
rise for such items as printing, paper
and postage. Some of you have already
paid for 1980. If you are one of these, ;
please ignore this notice. Dues should
be sent to the Secretary/Treasurer.
His address appears on the masthead.
Th.LS IS THE ONLY NOTICE YOU WILL GET.
CUR OVERWORKED STAFF SIMPLY CANNOT SEND
CUT REMINDERS.
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"THE TRUE HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES IS THE HISTORY OF
TRANSPORTATION" - Philip Guedalla
Those who are interested in the
development of the planemaking industry in Massachusetts should consider the effect of the building of
canals and railroads. The first
attempt to extend navigation on
the Connecticut River was at Hadley
Falls. It permitted shipping to bypass the Falls by a lock and canal
and opened up to commerce the area
around Northampton and Amherst,towns
in which planemaking was later to
be pursued. The Hadley Falls canal
was ComPleted - in 1795. Further
efforts opened canals at Millers
Falls and Montague Falls in 1800 and
by 1802 river bqats could pass beyond Bellows Falls, Vermont. In
1810 locks and canal systems were
finished at Sumners Falls and Olcotts
Falls nears White River Junction.
These improvements rendered the
Connecticut Rimer navigable from
LOng Island sound more that 250
miles into the interior of New
England.
Another canal system which may
well have been important in the migration of planemakers was the Blackstone Canal which, supplied by water
from, the Blackstone River, made it
possible to carry goods and passengers uninteruptedly from Providence,
Rhode Island to Worcester, Mass. The
removal to Worcester of a member of
the Rhode Island Smith family of
planemakers may well have occurred
because of the opening of the Canal.
In 1835 the Farmington Canal extending from Northampton, Mass. to
New Haven, Conn. made it possible
for Amherst planemakers to ship
directly to hardware dealers in the
latter city and may also partly
account for the rise of planemaking
itself in New Haven.
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NOTES & QUERIES
Another harvest of interesting larks has come
from Alan Bates. All are in sawtooth rectangles..
They are:
J.ASHMAN - 8 7/8" round, flat chamfers, early
wedge. English source
I TUBBS - 9 1/8" round, flat chamfers, early
wedge, English source
T.MARSH - 9 3/8" rabbet, flat chamfers, early
wedge, American source
I.SCOFIELD - 9 3/16" round, early 19 C appearance, English source
_ _

The identity of the men or firms whose initials
appear on the toes of many Dutch-made planes is
still a mystery to us in most cases. An offer-,,&-.„.
• ing in the Christie's catalog of the ArnoLd...
Walker auction may partly explain one marking::.
the
is
This
which has been several times noted.
symbol of a man with a staff (as it has been
interpreted) surmounting the initials ADS. The
plane in the Arnold & Walker sale is described
as by ARY DEN HENGST/ROTTERDAM, It would seem
that the agreement of three initials and the
name make it highly likely that they both represent the same entity. We assume Ary Den
Hengst is a personal name but have not been
able yet to verify this. Henget is the Dutch
work for stallion. Although Den appears in
Cassell's Dutch-English dictionary only as the
Dutch equivalent of fir-tree, the OED relates
it to the English den, the lair of a wild beast,
in the Dutch form, denne, and to the Middle
Dutch0 dan, forest, waste place, open country.
Perhaps it has one of these meanings in connection with stallion or perhaps it is an obsolete form of article or preposition.
Ary sounds like nothing so much as our English
Harry, although we must not forget that a nodcram Greek shipping magnate, whose given name
was Aristotle,was familiarly referred to as An.
Perhaps someone who knows more Dutch that your
•
editor (to whom .all Dutch is Greek) can tell
us more about Ary Den Hengst.
_
Two bench plane irons with unusual marks have
been reported. Both marks are in the typical
arch over bar style. One reads R.B.MITCHELL/
CAST STEEL/ WARRANTED. It has no device. The
second mark is REANEY & SONS/CAST STEEL/WARRANTED.
Between the arch and the two-deck bar is a crown
mark. In B.P. II Bill Goodman lists three Reaney
firms operating in Sheffield but does not include
this one. The earliest firm is that of James
Reaney, 1787, who appears in the Sheffield directory of that year as a manufacturer of edge
tools in Unstone, near Sheffield. Mitchells
also appear in the BP II list but none with
.
the initials R.B.... The earliest Mitchell
in the edge tool list- of
Joseph, is mentioned
.
••••-•..
& Co,
1787 directory as Joseph Mitchell
the
Goodman has traced
Shudehill, Sheffield. Bill
the firm forward to 1810.
A double iron by EASTERLY & CO/NY/WARRANTED in
a Taber patent plane marked by the Taber Plane
Co., New Bedford, Mass., is reported by the
Secretary. John M. Easterly used the labels
Easterly and Co/Auburn NY and Easterly & Co/
N.York on wooden planes according to WPINCA but
we have been unable to locate information about
the firm. On the label reported, EASTERLY & CO.
NY is stamped in an arch fo-m over WARRANTED in
a straight line. The Taber Plane Co. dates
from 1866 to 1872 (wing).

Mike Knudson reoorts a bevel sash plane marked
HARPER & STEEL/ROCK ISLAND/ILL. Mike believes
Harper & Steel were probably hardware dealers.
Perhaps a member in the Rock Island area can
provide further information.

We don't know if it has been generally noticed
but W.RAYMOND appears in the list of British, .
planemakers in 32 11. At mid year 1977 only one
example of this maker had been recorded in
Great Britain. The plane is not described.
While relatively rare, the Raymond mark has
been noted several times in United States. As
noted by Anne and Don Wing in the April 1979
Catalogue 07, those Raymond planes which have
been collected in the U.S. suggest an origin in
southeastern Massachusetts. We wonder if, like
the I.IONES/MEDWAY plane which found its way to
England against the tide of exportation, the
BP II Raymond plane is of American origin. An ,
aflternative possibility is that Raymond worked
on both sides of the Atlantic. While we think
. *this unlikely, it would be interesting to know
what the design characteristics of the British
Raymond are. Were it to be typically English,
the possible ramifications would be fascinating.
_ .
.-.... .. .
Seth Burchard comments on-Sarah Lombard's note
the
' in IV-2-7. "O.FLIR is prombably D.FLIR and
eagle is probably Austrian rather than German.
The firm of D. FLIR vorm. (previously) FRANZ
WERTHEIM make planes in Nuestift bei Scheibbs,
Lower Austria, until it was taken over by JOE.
WE/SS & SOHN in 1911. According to the Weiss
150 year Jubilee speech in 1970, Plir also
manufactured other steel products. Only the exertions of its manager prevented 'foreign troupe'
presumably Russians, from blowing up the Neusrift plant shortly after World War I/."
SvE reports a Dutch plane imprinted on the toe
I.BIGGERIAAR in a rectangle. On the heel are
a double set of boxed intitials CEV and ADV.
- -------- Antiques,
Horse
Iron
of
catalog
In the 1978
coachmakers T-rehate
Vern Ward describes a
and MATTHEWmarked both SANDUSKY TOOL CO/OHIO
This suggests that
.
HAVEN/CONN
CO/NEW
MAN &
dealer.
the latter was a hardware
/UTRECHT appears on a
CAWED N. DOESBURG & 6 b
Horse catalog *17.
Dutch plane listed in Iron
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SOME DATA ON

WORCESTER, MASS. PLANEMAKERS

• David P.Sanborn is listed for only one
year in the Worcester city directories as a
planemaker.
1847 - SANBORN (David P.) & GOUCH (Francis J.),
planemakers,Litch's,1 Fulton.
Gouch,Sanborns partner is listed in the
Worcester directories as a planemaker from
1848 to 1868. His name was evidently listed
in error- as Francis J. in 1847.
1848 - GOUCH,Franklin J.,plane manufacturer,
Litch's,bds.110 Main.
David P. Sanborn evidently did not give
up planemaking in 1847 as we find him listed
again as a planemaker in the 1856 New England
Business Directory under "Plane Makers".
1856 - SANBORN,D.P., .
N.H.
- Bill Hilton-

FOUND IN AN ATTIC
The following five pages were reprinted in a recent issue of The Attic
Tool Chest, the periodical of the Antique Tools & Trades in Connecticut.
We felt they were so interesting that they should be reproduced for B-ARS
members living out of ATTIC'S area.we extend our apologies to ATTIC for
reprinting the material without consultation and our thanks for their
good work in digging out this interesting and useful material.
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PLANES. •
BENCH PLANES.—The Jack Plane, f. 1, p. 13, is the first plane used
in preparing stuff, its purpose being to remove irregularities left by the saw
and produce a fairly smooth surface. It is also used generally for reducing
Scantlings quickly. It consists of a beechwood stock 17 in. long by 21 in. by
3 in. with a 21-in, cutting iron and similar back iron. The cutter is better
parallel or gauged, as once fitted, the wedge will then always sit properly, and
the size of the mouth remain the same throughout. This applies to all planes
t whose cutters are fixed by wedges. A fin, stud or button of boxwood inserted
in the nose of the plane will prevent it being disfigured by hammer marks (see
1 t & 21. The best plane stocks are cleft or split in the natural lamina: of the
wood, wt:ich ensures their remaining "true." Common qualities are cut by the
saw nearly parallel to the beat of the fibres; but if these are cut across, the plane
will "cast" and want continual reshooting. The stock should be so prepared
that the medullary rays of the wood are perpendicular to the sole.
Single-Iron Jacks or Hack Planes arc used for rough "scurfiug" as a
preliminary operation on extremely rough or dirty surfaces.
The Trying Plane, 1 2, p.,i 3, has a stock 23 in. long by 3 in. by 3 in., with
•
....•
a 21-in. cutter. It follows the jack plane in reducing the wood to a truly plane
<
surface, or in producing straight edges for joints, &c.
I t
The Smoothing Plane, I 3, is, as its name implies, used chiefly for
or finishing the surface after manipulation by other planes. The
smoothing
+
I standard size of stock is 8 in. by 3 in. by 21 in., carrying 21-in. (rouble irons. In
131 consequence of the frequent use of this plane, its mouth wears with comparative
! rapidity, and to avoid the continual renewal of the mouthpiece, Iron Fronts
as shown at f. 34 are sometimes used ; these are attached to the stock by an iron
set screw passing through the nose of the pline, and are capable of easy
readjustment longitudinally as the cutter wears ; but they are rather difficult
to refit accurately when the sole of the plane is shot. Apart from this, they are
an undoubted improvement.
METAL PLANES FOR HARDWOODS.—Smoothing Planes are shown in
i f. t & 2, p. I;. The first is the American type of malleable cast-iron skeleton
• plane with tote handle at rear, and hand knob at the fore end, with adjustable
' mouthpiece, cam-setting lever (a), side adjusting lever (6), and screw adjustment
,
for the cutting edge (c).
also made thus. The English type of smoothare
Jack and Trying planes
cast gun-metal shell, and hardwood filling, is
or
wrought-iron
with
ing plane,
own
letter for adjusting and holding the cutter.
screw-d
a
has
this
,
4
2
shown in 1.
of the three types may be
and
disadvantages
advantages
various
The
summarised as follows
The copitrion Wooden Stock plane is comparatively low in price, and will
stand rough usage better than either of the others, being in fact practically indestructible. It works rapidly and easily, and can be adjusted by means of the
cover iron to suit hard or soft woods. On the other hand, it will not produce so
highly a finished surface as a metal plane; and it requires frequent shooting, and
remouthing occasionally, to keep it in good condition. The English form of

1

metal plane will produce work of the highest class. It is of great weight and
solidity, the latter quality having an important bearing on its results. It overcomes the resistance of cross grain and knots easily by its great momentum,
and " tearing out " is prevented by the extremely fine mouth and great weight
(see p. 7). Its disadvantages are, that it is fatiguing to work, the friction between
metal and wood is greater than between wood only, and in common with all
metal planes, in our moist atmosphere it is difficult to keep free from rust or
verdigris, as it is made of steel or brass ; and lastly, its first cost is relatively
high.
The American type has for its chief recommendation relative cheapness and
readinesi of adjustment. It is easy to work, in consequence of its lightness, but
this quality also ac tz -!•-rrinutatt2Ily in causing it to " chatter," which prevents the
production of so high a finished surface as the English form is capable of.
However, its general results are higher than those of the common wood plane.
Many ingenious time-saving attachments make it a rapid worker, but it is very
fragile, and will seldom survive an accidental fall from the bench. One wellknown American maker has introduced a plane with a corrugated sole, with
the object of reducing the " bite" of the metal. The author has not personally
tried one, but the result should be good, because there is obviously less friction to
overcome.
The Compass Plane, 1 7 & 8, p. 13, is a smoothing plane with a convex
sole, used for cleaning up curved surfaces. It has a sliding boxwood nose-piece
shown hatched in the illustration, which may be moved downwards to make the
sole fit the work to be planed. Fig. 8, p. 15, is the American variety, which
spring
has a malleable iron stock, carrying an adjustable cutter frame to which a
It has
surfaces.
convex
or
concave
either
work
will
It
steel face is attached.
previously.
mentioned,
plane
5:noodling
the
to
drawbacks
similar
The Spoi eshave, f. 8 & 9, p. 18, is a variety of the compass plane, but
adapted to quicker curves than the latter will enter. Fig. 8 is the older wood
type of stock with double.tanged knife, now
superseded by the iron stock (II 9), with plane
fp
iron cutter and cover iron, a form much easier
to sharpen than the other. They are made in
several sizes with cutters from 11 in. to 4 in.
wide. The best method of sharpening these
Piestou's Patent Spokeshme.
cutters is to insert them tightly into a teenf
made in the edge of a 1-in. strip of wood about 3 in. long which serves as a
hand -grip.
Preston's Patent Spokeshave has both side and cut adjustment by lever
and screw, and a cap-iron to regulate fineness of shaving. Made in walkable iron.
Panel Planes are made both in wood and metal, as they arc required for
working sodor hard wood. The former is illustrated in f. 4, p. 13, and has a
removable wood slip on the right-hand side (drawn in reverse), to enable the
plane to clean up sunk surfaces; length 14 in., cutter 24 in.
Metal Panel Planes, f. ii, p. 15, range in size from 9 in. with *in. irons,
irons. Longer planes in this style, up to 201/ 41. long with
to 15 in. with
jOINTERS.
called
are
cutters,
-in.
4
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The Badger Plane is similar in size and appearance to the wood panel
plane, but it has a skew mouth, and the cutter passes through the stock at an
angle with the side, as shown in the section (I 5a, p. 13), thus bringing the cutter
up to the extreme right-hand edge of the sole (see 1. 5), which enables the plane
to be used for finishing sinkings, rebates, &c. Note that it is not used for
making rebates, but for cleaning them off; it is both too cumbersome and too
fine-cutting for the first purpose, but it is a most useful tool for finishing rebates,
&c., after machining. All the above are DOUBLE IRON PLANES; is., the cutters
have a "back "or cover iron to stiffen them, as shown in f. 2 and 5a, p. 13. The
following are all Single Iron Planes.
REBATING PLANES.—The Wood Rebate Plane, f. 6, p. 13, as its name
suggests, is chiefly used for forming rebates or sinkings upon the edges of
in. high, and from j in.
material It has a solid beech stock, 9 in. long,
to 2 in. wide; it is made both with square and skew mouths; the latter works the
better.
A Twin-iron Metal Rebate Plane is shown in 1. 12, p. 15. These are
intended for cleaning up hardwood rebates quickly, the front iron cutting coarse,
the rear one fine; either one can be used alone when required.
These are also to be had with single irons only. The irons are used face
•
down, as in shoulder planes; for reason see page 8.
The Shoulder Plane, f. 3, is a special form of rebate plane in metal,
used principally for smoothing and correcting hardwood shoulders after the saw.
The casting is hollow and filled in with a hardwood core. The iron is set face
down and at a low angle. The wedge projects, to form a rest for the hand, and
improved forms have a spur worked in the top core, just over the mouth which
adds to tie power of the grip. Square mouths are preferable in these planes,
as they are required to work both right and left hand. The sketch shows a
casting with jun-inetal stock, having a steel face "sweated on ; " these are the
best for keeping a true face. Sizes ti in., tiin., 3 in., 11 in.
The Bullnose, 1. 5, is another type of rebate plane in metal, its use
being to finish off rebates and other narrow surfaces close up to stops or
abutments. It is very essential in all planes that have their cutters face downwards that the face of the cutter be ground to a tnie plane, and not have to be
forced into that position by the wedge. All of these planes are comparatively
weak in the neck, and if wedged too tightly the sole will spring hollow and the
mouth choke. Planes of this type should have a cheese-head screw at the back,
to receive the release blows of the hammer.
The Sash Fillister, 1. 3, p. i8, and the Side Fillister, 1. 4, are both
varieties oC Nbate planes. They are used to form rebates or sink ings ; the first
on the off side, the second on the near side of the material, as may be more convenient. They are each provided with. vertical and horizontal adjustments, the
first by means of rising and falling stops, the second by sliding fences. They
have also"a tooth or cutting knife slightly in advance of the cutting iron, to sever
cross grain or to cut through knots.
' A Combined Metal Fillister and Rebate Plane of American make is
shown in f. 14, p. 15. This has an adjustable fence and two beds 6, 6, for the
cutting iron, which may be used on either the front when rebating, or the rear
when fillistering.
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• ! GROOVING PLANES. --The Trenching or Grooving Plane, 1. i3, p. 13
Is used for sinking trenches or grooves across the grain, as will be seen by the
-end view ; it has a rebated sole, the cutters being in the tongue portion, which is
usually made 4 in. deep, and varies in width from
in. to !It in. It has a
screw-stop for adjusting the depth of cut, and a double-toothed cutter for
separating the fibres in front of the iron.
oI The Plough, f i & 2, o 18, is an adjustable grooving plane of great utility.
It will sink a groove of any width between in. and in., to any depth required,
4
up to the depth of the guide iron of about I 4 in., and at any distance from the
edge of the piece, within the length of the sliding stems. Some patterns have
the front end of the guide turned up with a skate end, as indicated at $ by
dotted lines. These pass over mortises easily. There are nine irons to set, as
shown in f. io. In adjusting these, care must be taken to set the V grOOVCIII
the iron accurately upon the fore end of the guide.
The Groove Router or Old Woman's Tooth, 1. 12,
p. 13, is used for
increasing the depth and levelling the bottom of grooves formed by some other
tool. It cJosists of a hardwood block about 5 in. long, 3 in. deep, and 34 in.
wide (the grain running in the latter direction), with a wedge. Plough irons
are used for cutters. Fig. 13, p. j , is an American variety in metal ; it is
—1".. provided with two cutters only, I in. and in. It is easier to adjust than
the
English form.
The Quirk Router, 1. to, p. 18, is a tool for sinking narrow grooves in
curved surfaces, chiefly in connection with mouldings ; it has three knives or
cutters of different thickness, as shown enlarged io f.
; these are adjustable In
/ both directiJns, as is shown in the sketch.
Side Rebates, f It, p. 13, arc not used, as their name would suggest, for
ooplaning the sides of rebates, but for enlarging grooves. They are made in pairs
to work right and left hand. The American pattern in metal is shown in back
and front views in f.
p. 15. These have reversible nose-pieces which enable
them to be worked up to the end of a stopped groove.
Block or Thumb Planes.—These are small planes of wood or metal, chiefly
used for cleaning off small surfaces where the regular smoothing plane would
be too cumbrous. It has not been thought necessary to illustrate the wood
varieties, which are miniature Smooth and Rebate planes, but a circular variety
of the latter is shown on p. 425.
An American Metal Block Plane is shown in f. 4, p. 15. This has an
adjustable mouth which enables it to be used either for hard or soft wood, and a
screw adjustment for the cutter, which is fixed by a screw lever. These planes
are about 6 in. in length, with i On. cutters.
The Metal Thumb Plane; English type, is shown in 1.
9; it is 5 in.
long, and I in., 14 in., and i in. wide ; it has a long cutter, which answers for a
handle, andifs secured with a gun-metal screw lever. It is, I believe, a'speciality
of Mr. George Buck, of 242 Tottenham Court Road, London, W. i.
The Mitre Block Plane, f.•14, p. 13, is a short wood plane, with a relatively
wide iron ; its chief use is planing mitres in the screw mitre shoot, illustrated on
la. 42. It is, I believe, procurable from Messrs. Nurse & Co., tool makers,
from
whom alone it can be obtained.

The Chariot Plane, f. 6, p. 15, is a small metal smoothing plane for hardwood, 34 in. long, made in width from I in. to 14 in.
MOULDING PLANES.—Beads, f, 5 & 6, p. 18, are planes for producing p
half-round moulding on the salient edge of any piece of wood used chiefly in
framed openings to break the joint. They arc made in sets of ten, from in. to
4
I hi. The skew-mouthed work best, and it is an advantage to have the smaller
sizes 0' slipped "—that is, with the fence piece screwed on—so that it may be
removed to permit the plarte sticking a bead On tht edge of a moulding
other sunk surface. A Brad always has its quirk or sinking on the inner side,
A Doubte-quirk Pead has a sinking on cacti edge. The Cork-bead has no quirks,
and stands above the sorrounding surfaces. The planes used
to stick these varieties arc similar to the above.
klollows and Rounds (see figure) are planes for producing various convex and concave surfaces in mouldings. They
are made in sets of nine and eighteen pairs of opposite but
similar curvature, both square and skew-mouthed. The latter
work the cleaner, but arc more liable to choke than the former.
• The Snipe Bill, 1 7, p. 18, and Side Snipe may be termed
complementary Hollows and Rounds. They arc used to
SCCti011 of P4If of carry the curved surface below some projecting member
follow
and which the ordinary plane cannot reach. The snipe bill cuts
Round Planes. on its curved
side, the side snipe on its straight side; the
one continuing the moulding, the other the quirk.
Sash Planes consist of Ovolo—Common, L j, p. zo ; Do. Gothic, f. a; .
Do. Grecian, 1 3; Ogee, 1 4; Astragal and Hollow, 1 5.
These arc
all inade to suit I On., 'On., and 2-11I stuff. Their use is practically con—
fined to working mouldings on window sashes. Larger sizes of the ogee plane,
working mouldings a in. and 24 in. wide, arc called Shop Front and Lamb's
Tongue Planes.
Nosing and Scotia Planes are used for working half-round and cavetto
mouldings respectively. When both curves are united in the same stock it is
termed a STAIR TREAD MOULDER.
p . 20

or

IT
I.

2.

3-

i. Section of Common Ovolo Sash Plane.

4.

S.

6.

Section of Gothic Ovolo Sash Plane.
3. Grecian Ovolo Sash Plane.
4. Ogee or Lamb's Tongue plane. ). Astragal and
'follow Plane. 6. Poolt loin; Platte.
2.

The I-look Joint Plane, 1. 6, is a tool used for forming the joint of that 'the steel marking point of the other gauges. It is- used for cutting off parallel
name upon the edges of casement sashes. The depth is adjustable by means of a strips of veneers and other thin stuff. The cutter, shown enlarged at A. is
sliding slot screwed stop, but the distance the plane works "on" cannot be varied. sharpened to a lancet point; the basil should be towards the stock.
The Grasshopper or Handrail Gauge, .1.1 i below, is chiefly used for
Smaller varieties are used in air-tight case work.
The Chamfer Plane is used for producing a regular chamfer upon the gauging lines upon work of double curvature, such as handrail wreaths. It has
salient angle of a board, &c. There are several varieties of these planes. One a long fence to enable it to rise over the Crown of the curve, and the stem is
of the best is shown in the sketch, f. 9, p. r3, and longitudinal section, 1. to ; bored and slotted to receive at one end a pencil,:ard at the other a steel point.
this has an adjustable stop, sliding in the mouth of the plane, which regulates These are adjustable in height or distance from the stem, and the stem is
the width of the resulting charmer, which, however, is limited to an angle at adjustable on the fence, so that markings can be made upon any shaped surface.
The Thumb or Pencil Gauge
45 deg. with the sides. It is procurable from Messrs. Nurse & Co.,
_ is illustrated
_.... . .. . . and described on p. 77.
tool makers. The author has utilised the common rebate plane for
the purpose of chamfering, by gluing slips of hardwood to the sole
of the plane, as shown in 1 z.. These can be arranged to produce
any width and any angle chamfer.
,The Scraper Plane, I 7, p. i5, is a tool very useful for giving
a high finish to hardwoods, an ordinary steel scraper taking the
place of the plane iron, which can be adjusted to any degree of
fineness, by means of the set screw shown in the sketch. The
pitch of the scraper can also be altered to suit the texture of the
I.
wood scraped. This tool may also be used as a toothing plane, by
I — substituting a toothing iron for the scraper.
<
I. Grasshopper Gauge.
MARKING OR DIMENSIONING TOOLS.
GAUGES are tools for producing lines upon the surface of wood, parallel
with the edge they are used upon. There are various forms and sizes, according
to the kind & f work they are required for.
The Mortise Gauge, 1. 12, p. 18, has a stein about 6 in. long, having two
steel points, one fixed near the end, and the other attached to a brass slider,
adjustable by means of a screw in the end of the stem. This enables two lines
to be marked at any distance apart within the range of the slider. The stock
or fence slides stiffly upon the stem, and is fixed by a flush set screw, the fence
determining the distance of the lines from the edge of the material. The tool is
chiefly used for setting out mortises and tenons. Some gauges have two movable
teeth, and one fixed. These are used for gauging meeting rails of sashes.
Marking or Single Tooth Gauges arc shown in 1 13 & 14, and a Panel
Gauge in 1. i5 & 16. The latter is used for gauging panels and other wide
stuff, the, fence being much larger than in the common gauge. It is also
rebated on the lower edge to prevent it slipping under the pressure necessary
to keep it down upon its work. The gauge point should have a hardwood slip
(box for preference) under it, as shown in the drawing, to prevent the stem
rubbing pon the surface of the work.
The Circular Gauge, 1. 17 & 18, differs only from the straight marking
gauge in having the fence shaped convex on one side, and concave on the other,
to enable parallel lines to be drawn to curved surfaces, as indicated by the
dotted lines.
The Cutting Gauge,- I. 19, has a small adjustable knife in the place of

Excerpts from MODERN PRACTICAL JOINERY
by Ueorge Ellis; first edition 1902 —
seventh edition 1928; Published by
B. T.' Batsford, London

NOTES & QUERIES
From Larry Camoanell comes notice of a bench
type, wooden spill plane marked MANUFACTURED
BY H.J.BRUNNER/BETHLEHEM/PA/PATENT APPLIED FOR.
Was Brunner a planemaker or only the manufact-urgrr of this specialty?
Among makers in 0233 of Christie's Arnold &
J.BOTWRIGHT
Walker sale are listed W.BOYCE and
neither of whom appear in the 32 11 list.
Vern Ward records an all iron cooper's howell
PAT
marked "Made by C.F. CLOSE/ROCHESTER, N.Y./
*18.
MAY 27 191?" in the Iron Horse Cat.
Ward In
An iron marked R.LEE is noted by Vern
in
a decoratively made smooth plane offered
Iron Horse Cat. * 18.
- -JONES/MANCHESTER
RFS tells us about: ROGERS &
unrecorded
(with square and compass device) an
rabbet:
maker or dealer incised on a 1" skew
V.DANTEL embossed on a
wide
birch, 1" skew rabbet, 18th C appearance,
chamfers:
W.PERYINS. embossed on an
c.1800
arch shaped stamp on a 7/16" hollow of
appearance. Sleeper-type wedge.
In his December list Jock Moody noted W.YOUNG
on a pair of side rebates.
In his March 1979 list, Jack Clouser notes:
A moving fillister by ROSS & ALEXANDER.
European style beading plow marked KARFF &
HONSBERG.
A t & g pair marked JOHN SMILEY/LOWELL. This
may place the elusive J. Smiley which has
been fairly frequently noted without place
name.
Bud Steeres' November 1978 list included;
a boxwood plow marked MUMFORD
a moulder marked L.MARLEY, a hitherto unnoted
mark of Luke Marley, NYC planemaker.
a 11 bead marked V & R BLAREMORE/BIRMFMENR.

enaoc. BY:
A

Al'om
./ M.*,
—

.ARMITAGE, Philadelphia
While the existence of B,
planemaker -1760-70- (died 1781) has been known
for some time we do not believe a specimen of
his work has been reported. Alan Bates tells
us that at least two exist and describes one
he recently collected. The name appears in a
straight sided rectangle on a 10" ogee with very
early characteristics. While not quite as
early as the first recorded New England planemakers, Armitage and his master, Samuel Carruthers, are very important because they are
the first known, and perhaps the founders, of
the"Philadelphia School', a large and Interesting group of planemakers which flourished in
the early 19th Century and lasted more than
100 years.
Roger Smith enlarges on his earlier report of
. HA now believes the
Cohendrick,Vol.
label is CO.-HENDRICK and tb&t-CO.: in an abbreviation for a first name. He has observed a
variation reading coacommunr without the second "C".
In their catalogue *7, Anne and Don Wing tell
us that Timothy Tileston was at work on Front
St., Boston as early as 1802. In WPINCA Ken
Roberts assigns T T/LESTON the dates 1820-1865.
Bill Hilton writing In the Chronicle of the MAZA
in June 1974 gives approximately the same working
range for Timothy Tileston but ends with 1666.
He tells us that the years from 1841. to 1.865
were spent on Harrison Ave. Other Tilestons
who made planes were Benjamin L. Tileston and
Timothy Tileston, Jr.
Assuming that Timothy Tileston of 1802 and Timothy Tileston of 1866 were the same man, he
had an extraordinarily long working life. If
he were 21 in 1802 he would have completed 65
years in business and achieved his 85 year in
1866/ An early date for Tileston is, however,
ass; to accept. one of the states of the Tileston mark contains the old fashioned S and it
seems quite unlikely that such a mark could
have been used as late as 1820.

,/_4- IC

Three planes on which someone,
maker, owner or dealer wrote
notations. They are from the
collection of Bob Graham who did
the drawings. Please report
other instances of such markings
as well as theories as to why
and by whom they were marked.

An obviously early view of the
works of Greenfield Tool Co.
The reproduction is thought to
have been cut from a vignette
on the border of a map but we
are not sure. The original had
a cloth layer beneath the paper
on which the picture was printed.

South View id The Greenfield Tool Company's Works.
Collection of Len Borkowski

NOTES & QUERIES

1

From ben Borkowski comes further illumination i
on the Greenfield Tool Co. Reproduced above is'
on aged and damaged steel engraving (from an
unknown source) which was sent to Len when he
requested information about the company through
his local newspaper. The picture which shows
the South view of the Greenfield Tool Company's
Works appears to have been cut from a map or
similarly mounted document (perhaps an advertising sign). It has a canvas backing and
there is evidence of considerably greater original dimensions. We judge the period to be
c 18--. To the right one can see a train on
the tracks of the Connecticut Valley Railroad
which served the company. Perhaps the buildings at the far left are workers houses. Could
they be on Conway Street? It would be fun to
conjecture that the cart contains timber stock
for plane making and the wagon, crates of plane.
being drawn to some carrier other than the railroad. Unfortunately the details are so indis-

tinct as to make such speculationa unrealistic.
If the tall chimney marks the steam power plant,
; it is hard 'to guess what was done in the left
:hand building since transference of power by
'shafting around two corners must have been
?complicated. However, it is unlikely that so
!large a building would have house an operation
inot requiring power. It may be that the chimney marks the forges in the metal shop. Beside
'planes GTC made ox shoes and cutlery. If so
'there may have been steam engines in both wings.
I Len also heard from another reader of the same
newspaper, an elderly lady whose father had
been a manager of the GTC factory. She remarked
that he laid their downfall to the use of
"swamp steel", Len is seeking further information on this point including the lady's letter
1 which
he will supply if his
filing system can:
_
.
be made to disgorge it. 'We've heard of bog iron
but swamp steel is new expression to us.

I

A moulding plane marked MILLER/AYR was offered ! i
at the 1977 Iron Horse Auction. This label is '
not. given in HP II.

Seven plough irons in a baize roll all marked
by :Mel DM*(, a previously unrecorded iron
maker Were offered with a John Sims plough in
the A & W sale. The irons bear the Victorian
VR with a crown dating them as post-Sims whose
last recorded date was 1829.
Among the tools offered at the Arnold & Walker
sale was a Dutch fielding plane by JANSSEN. The
compiler of the sale catalog suspects that the
iron, which was stamped, Warranted Good Quality,
Sheffield; may have been a Dutch forgery to
take advantage of Sheffield's prestige.
_
Alex Farnham reminds us in an article in the i
Maine Antique Digest that one of the planes
sold at the Bob CarlHon auction was a wide
moulder marked E.JOHNSON.
[In Jock Moody's December 1978 list he offers '
4 set of 9 pairs of hollows and rounds all by
F.SYKES.

SOME NOTES ON THE
PLANES OF THOMAS GRANT
by
Gus Stahl
Jack Kebabian has acquired two Thomas Grant moulding planes with the
familiar crowned initials. The initials on one are IVD;on the other .
CB. Neither of these forms appear in the Grant list recorded by Dan
Bernal, although CVD has been observed twice.
Enough crowned letters have now been recorded for us to note some
curious patterns. The most common final letter.is B. At least six BlIce
have been noted, two IB's, two PB's, one AS, one CB and one as. Next
most common are the three marks containing VD noted above. Two final A's
have been listed. NA and RA. There are also two final I's. Al and MI.
Single marks include E, IS, IL, IM, IH, SW and WG. IM may be a doublet.
A probable ESM exists on which the mark may be Grant but is too faint to
read.
Only 16 out of a possible 24 or 25 letter alphabet are used (J and I
usually took the I form in Grant's time and U may also have been rendered V.) Unrepresented are F(J) K 0 0 T (U) X Y Z. The incidence of some
of these letters would certainly be relatively infrequent as initial
letters of names but F,K,0 and T are encountered much more commonly
that 0,X,Y and Z.
One school of thought holds that the crowned letters are not necessarily initials and probably have no great significance; a second believea
that they are either initals or rdentity symbols and that they conceal
interesting and useful information. Supporters of this theory believe
that we only need find a clue to their meaning to discover some hitherto hidden aspect of rhykenosophy. Whether the second school can extract
some hint from the initials themselves is anybody's guess. We offer one
faint possibility. The letter V in a three letter monogram quite frequently stands for Van, a common element In Dutch names. New York City
had many citizens of Dutch descent in Thomas Grant's period. Could CVD
and IVD have been the initials of New Yorkers of Dutch ancestry?
If
so, why did they mark the planes?
One of the plausible early theories was that the marks had something
to do with importation. The crown element suggested Customs inspection
as a possibility. A recent examination of two Grant planes by wood technologists at the Henry Frances DuPont Winterthur Museum has brought the
importation theory into question. Two Grant planes with crowned initials were tested and one was found to be of American beech while the
second is believed to be made from the same material but without 100%
assurance.
It doubtless occurred that American timber was imported into England
and returned to the Colonies in the form of finished goods but no indication that this happened in connection with planemaking has ever been
uncovered. It would perhaps be worthwhile to examine a fairly large
group of planes by English makers to learn if use was made of imported
wood. Until such a test is made the importation theory must be considered to have lost credibility. Incidentally, one Grant plane is known
which the owner, Dr. Barnett Deleon, believes not to be made of beech at
all but of another material, possibly birch.
On the other band at least one Grant marked plane was almost certain
ly imported from England. It beers both the Grant mark and also the
mark of a known Britiah maker, I Coydell,as well as the crowned letter
E. Nothing short of the supposition of an unrecorded visit by Cogdell
to the Colonies could explain how the Cogdell mark could appear on a
Grant plane found in the N.Y.C. vicinity except manufacture and marking
of the plane in England by Cogdell and subsequent marking by Grant after
its shipment to America.

The wide dispersal of Grant planes and the occurrence ot similar planes
among the varietieln recorded seem to eliminate the possibility that the
planes were all from the personal kit of one of the Grant joiners. Dan
Semel has found evidence that Grants were also merchants andliardware
dealers and we must believe that some grant sold planes. Sone 01 these
planes were imported from England, others very likely were made here,
whether by Thomas Grant himself or some, as yet unidentified, local maker
is still to be learned as is the reason for the perplexing crown and
letter marks.
N.B. While this issue was in preparation a letter arrived from PD which
discussed, among other matters, a topic so closely paralleling the proceeding piece that we have synopsized his remarks.
)
In Bulletin 11-3-8, PD discussed the similarity between certain marks
found on pewter and the stampings on planes. In his monograph on Thomas
Grant, Dan Semel suggests the possibility that the crowned letters found
on Grant planes might have a similar purpose to hallmarks found on silver.
PD writes to expand on these notions.
He again points out that various Guilds or Companies of artisans in
England and Holland (the origins of most N.Y.C. residents in the early
18th C.) stamped merchandise under their governance with symbols indicating that the goods met official standards. He also notes that Dan Semel
found the first mention of a Thomas Grant in the 1716 Freeman Rolls of
the English Colonial Government of the City. The custom of"Freedom" to
manufacture and sell goods within the City began with the Dutch government in the middle of the 17th century and continued until the Revolution. In England and on the Continent ,Freedoms were granted by the various Companies or craft guilds. Whether the granting of Freedom was a
strictly municipal function in N.Y.C. or whether it was rooted in the
acceptance of merchants and artisans by individual companies having the
power to regulate apprenticeships, dictate standards, apply hallmarks,
and "search and seize", PD does not know but he repeats his early comparison of the etampings on Grant planes to some ot those used by the
early Pewterere' Companies and he wonders it,in N.Y.C. either officials
of a supposed Company, or perhaps the Aldermen of the City, did not have
the duty of vieWing goods offered for sale and marking them.
In his monograph Dan Semel quoted the Freeman's oath used in N.Y.C. in
1719. PD quotes a portion of it which reads "Ye Shall Know no Forreigner
to buy or sell any Merchandise with any other Forreigners within this
City or Franchise thereof or some Minister of the Mayors." He says this
was certainly one of the rights and duties of the Freeman of the craft
guilds in both England and Holland and believes it implies that, at least
in the earliest days. N.Y.C. practice was patterned closely on that in
Europe and may well have included such features as hall marking.
PD points out that there seems to be too many letters and letter combinations in the recorded Grant stampings for the marks to indicate a
range of quality as was the case with marks on many kinds of metal ware.
He hazards that the initials represent the stampers, that they were officials of the city or of a putative Joiners' Company and that the crowns
represent acceptance of the goods for sale within the City.
In support of this hypothesis, he points out that C.V.D. with crowns
appears twice on Thomas Grant planes and that these initials would fit a
New Yorker of Dutch ancestry. He says that many such men occupied positions of importance in N.Y. and it would not be surprising to find a
Claus Van Dyke or a Brom Brinkerhof (six B.B.'s appear on Grant planes)
among the officials of the city in the middle of the liith C. He further
suggests that some New Yorker examine the rolls of N.Y.C. officials during the period, if such exist, for correspondences with the various crowned letters so far recorded.

NOTES & QUERIES
A list issued by Vern Ward includes the following:
J.TRUAX on a cornice plane iron
J.M.McCUNE & CO/COLUMBUS/OH-Cs, - on a pair of
adjustable plank match planes..
E.H.GREEN -stamped on the nose of a 16" washboard plane.
B.B.&W.R.NOYES/DETROIT - on a plow plane.
From the list of Humbleyard Fine Art, sent by
James Layte we have abstracted some descriptions which seem to have been previously unpublished. Humbleyard is at 13 Bedford St.,
Narwich, Norfolk. Layte can be reached by
telephone at Norwich 614459 (Bus.) or Norwich
743230 (Home). We assume he will supply copies
of his most recent list.
'Steel bullnose plane by SLATER.
Bronze parallel side smoother with adjuster,
open beech handle, plated
_ lever cap. Marked
UNA.70ID, and PRO. PAT. Circa 1930".
From Philip Walker via Seth Burchard comes a
.friendly slap on the wrist for our reference to
J. Weiss & Sohn as a German firm. The firm is,
of course, Austrian. We have trouble keeping
this point straight largely because of an extended difficulty caused us by an Austrian paper
hanger who somehow managed to become head boy of
Germany. (We are told this was achieved without
his ever acquiring German citizenship). The two
countries are somehow merged in the filing cabinet of our brain and it is only by exercise of
great care that we can remember that their mutual possession of a language does not make them
the same country. We hope no one was confused
and solace ourselves with the thought that
many Weiss labels contain the place_Dame WIEN,
or Vienna, unmistakably_ an Austrian city.
Among the planes in the collection of Bob Mickelson is one labelled D.A.MANZIE. This name
appears in BP II under the heading Problem Child
ren, names of apparent or possible makers which
had been noted only once. The plane is part of
a group which descended in Bob's family. Only
one other plane in the group is surely of nonAmerican origin. It is labelled Lourie. Both
names seem to be Scottish. There is one plane
of indeterminate origin in the group. The label is FARRAR & ALLIS(OtP?). The strike tails off
into unreadability but seemingly only two
_
,
RFS reports HARRIAZTON & BURDITT/HOLYOKE/MASS
incised on a 7/8" hollow plane. He opines
H & B may have been hardware dealers.
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IWM.L.DUSTIN:
LAWRENCE PIASSS.

William L. Dustin
Listed 1866 to
1875 in the Lawrence,
Mass. city directories
as a planemaker. From
1876 to 1883 he is listed as a sash maker.
Died, June 5, 1886
- Bill Hilton -

Rabbets Marked Forsyth
Match Sutter Name stamn.
In ?lane Talk IV - 2 we ran a short note about
a name stamp found by Bob Sutter and conjectured that it might have been a plane makers .
We still don't know whether FORBYTH was a planemaker or not but Walter ?helms has found a pair
of snipe bill side rabbets marked by him. These
now belong to Bob. The planes, whose markings
/
2" long, have
match the stamp exactly, are 91
heavy chamfer ing all around the upper edge
and are, Bob believes, of probable 1300-1930
date. The wedges are of typical 19 C appearance but the wedge mortices exhibit the tiny
relief cut in the edge Just ahead of the wedge
that is often seen on early N.E. planes. The
sawtooth border mark, VAN BAUM, hitherto unrecorded, is struck vertically on the top toe
area between the chamfers. This is most commonly, of course, the area used by the maker.
Forsyth's mark is struck below it. His mark
perhaps indicates that he was an owner/user
but our knowledge of double markings is so ambiguous that it is possible that some other
explanation exists. Further information on
Van Baun would be very useful.
The re-association of the Forsyth stamp with
two planes which it marked is an unusual event.
Both the planes and the stamp are much more
valuable together, from both the historical
and the collector's points of view, than they
would be separately. The Forsyth planes were
found in Vermont which incidates a likely New
England origin. Perhaps a B-ARS member from
that area will be able to locate a carpenter,
joiner, planemaker or merchant, named Forsyth
or Van Baun, advancing our knowledge of the
matter even further.
NOTES & QUERIES
J.FOOT on a 1" tongue also stamped 1870 appears
in Bud Sttere's April '79 list. C.W.FOOT is
listed in WPINCA without address.

From Dick Hay comes a list of Baltimore planemakers and dealers which substantially expands
the previously recognized roster.
THOMAS MOORE
planemaker
-1814-36
MEOPHILUS MOCRE planemaker
1819WILLIAM H.MCCRE
planemaker
-1835-36
WILLIAM THOMAS
planemaker
-1835-75
NORRIS & BROTHER dealers
-1840-58
THOMAS THOMAS
planemaker
-1842E.L.MAT1'HEWS
c.1856-59
In the 1977 Iron Horse auction catalog is described a "...flat-panel plane, 151
/
2" long, 2"
cut, D FOSTER, open tote." BP II lists a David
George Foster whose mark was FOSTER without an
initial. His dates are 1826 - 1842. The D.
Foster plane is said to be about laoo.

-

'

WHO WAS E.RUGG?
In the planemakers lists assembled by Jane and
Kenneth Roberts first published in the Chronicle
of the EAIA and later, in expanded form in WPINCA
I and WP/NCA 1. the name E. RUGG appears under
Keene, N.H. Because of the visual similarity
to the E.BRIGGS, also reported in the same town
it has been assumed by several authorities that
E.RUGG was a contectural reading of a faint E.
BRIGGS label. While this is an interesting
possibility, a search of information about Keene
turns up the fact that people named Rugg did
live there and that there were at least two
E.Ruggs, both named Elias.
The first Elias was born in 1774 and was the
son of Nathan and Dolly Rugg who were in Keene
at least as early as 1772. Elias junior was
born in 1803, the third child of the first
Elias and Sally Rugg. He had two sisters both
named Elvira but we doubt either of them labeled planes. No one whom we have talked to about
the Rugg label has ever seen an E. Rugg plane
so we have no stylistic evidence on which to
base a conjecture as to which Elias might have
been the planemaker. Information will be appreciated.
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Jim Glascock awns a family of Dutch planes with
notched wedges, including some moulding planes
marked with milimeter dimensions. The group
also includes a "carriage makers's plow". All
are are marked GVDL which Jim believes are owner's
initials. The mark is about one inch long.
The planes were found in Evansville, Indiana in
1941. Jim would like to hear from anyone who
might own tools of any sort with the GVDL mark.
The planes bear no other mark but the plow has
beside a tiny repre' an iron marked JACOB BUS
sentation of a frame saw. The name and the saw
• occupy an area about 1" by 5/16 .
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•

The Maaazine Antiques for May 1979 has at least
three items of rhykenological interest. On page
1051 is a photograph of four planes which belonged to Shaker craftsman, Eli Kidder. Three
of these, besides bearing Kidder's initials,
were marked ID, apparently James Daniels. the
previous awner,who became a Shaker in 1767. The
tools belong to the Shaker Colony at Canterbury,
New Hampshire.
A chest of drawers made in 1810 by Eliphalet
Briggs, Jr. of Keene, New Hampshire, is illustrated on p. 1008. Briggs was a member of the
family of woodworkers in Keene, at least one of
whom made and marked planes. See 3-ARE 11-1-2
dealing with E.BRIGGS IN
IN.
Reproduced on p.866 is a painting by Alfred J.
Wiggins (1823-1883) of Cape Ann, mass. The
painting dated 1348, is titled Portrait of an
Unidentified Bousewricht of Essex Count". mass.
It shows a pleasant looking, somewhat rormally
dressed man holding a smooth plane in his right
hand. We take "housewright" to mean carpenter
and misdoubt that he belonged to that trade.
The smooth planes is surely more likely to have
been the tool and therefore the symbol of the
joiner than the carpenter.

'Found among the quotations illustrating the use
of the term,planemaker in the OED is James
Higgs. The full citation is: "1800 New Ann.
'Direct. Lond. 108 Higgs, James, Planemaker, 8
.Little College-Street, Westminster." Bill
Goodman gives his occupancy of that address as
extending from 1780 to 1817. Mention in the
OED is as close to immortality, we think, as
any planemaker is likely to get.
Another name found in the GED is Joseph Moxon
who can also be listed among the planemakers
of his time, although in an amateur capacity.
On page 218 of his Mechanick Exercises is
found the following: 'Having such good Success
upon Brass, I improv'd the invention so, as to
make it serve for wood also. And maid a Plain
Stock with my intended Molding on the sole of
it, and fitted an Iron to the stock with the
same Molding the Sole had." More on this in
another place.
Rocer Smith reports a coopers sunplane with a
1 7/3" iron marked HARDY/CAST STEEL. Roger
notes that John Hardy was a coopers' edge tool
maker in Brookline, N.H., just over the border
from Townsend, Mass. He worked from 1922 to
1870. Roger explains that Brookline and Townsend were at the center of the NE dry coopering
industry during the 19th C.
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AN AMERICAN CHAMFEr

LANE by AxHVBER

Planes marked ArHVBER have been

The chamfer plane illustrated

reported to PLANETALK at least

here is of American beech and

three times.

is 9" long.

One, a very early

skewed to the right--the

looking 10" moulder with flat
chamfering has an iron marked

The iron is

. opposite direction from most
It is fully

AyNEWCOM--it was found at a

rabbit planes.

Pennsylvania fleamarket by Alan

adjustable and stops auto-

Bates.

matically.

„.„
Bob Graham 1979

NOTES & QUERIES
Larry Campanell reports a coachmaker's plane
(similar to p.211, right, Sellen i s "Woodworking
Planes) marked THEERNHARD/FRANKFURT/A-M. Frankfort Am Main is a very old German commercial
and industrial city on the north bank of the
Main River, 22 miles east of its junction with
the Rhine. Does anyone have information about
Theernhard?
The first example of a plane by JOHN LEWIS previously known only from -records showed up at
the A & W sale.
Lot 853 at the Arnold & Walked sale was described as "A twin-iron core and astragal moulding plane by Sliiiiinglaw (incise, upper and lower case Roman - unrecorded stamp of a rare
Scottish maker)."
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We apologize if the drawings shown are badly reproduced. They are several generations from a faint
original and it is only their interest as comparison pieces to the Dutcher plane discussed in THE
IMP which follows that persuades us to run them. If we are lucky the printer may work a little
magic. Whether he does or not enough detail will be retained to be significant.

TRANSITICNAL AND METALLIC ?LANE IN-FORMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor
He supplemented his income by making wagons.
Without doubt, it was this part-time occupation that
influenced hie interest In ;lanes. About 18116, he
moved his ministry to Williamstown, Mass.,and in 1817
he gave up the ministry and moved to N. Bennington, it.,
where he engaged full time in mechanical efforts.
Because of the Pownal plscenars on some of these
John juby's interesting article on patented plow
planes we can assume that it was during the period just
planes in the iron Horee Antiques Cat. a12 (1976)
prior
to
1816, i. e.,c. 1811, that he developed his
illustrates an early and unusual plow plane. John
plane, or as previously noted, had an agreement with
dsscribes this on or. IC and notes the inscripticn on
James Silcock to manufacture and distribute his 18LL
the inside of the iron fence as reading ZIIED BUTCHER
patented plane, it will take more research to un.C AL, VT. Recently, it was discovered that this was
cover all of the facts.
atparently misread or was a misprint for Elihu Dutcher.
Regardless, we can date the American version as
:he main body of one of these planes is illusbeing manufactured by Elihu Dutcher in ?cwnal, 7t.,
trated in an article by Warren I. Roberts in the March
c. 1811. Thus, this would be the first natented metal
1978 Chronicle. Mr. Roberta notes that the handle is
plow plane manufactured in America, pre-dating the 1S67
held to the stock with blunt-end wood screws, thus
Phillips patent by at least:20yeari.
dating the plane prior to 1516.
Judging by the scarcity of these planes, their
It Is interesting to note that the word PATENT
manufacture and distribution was short-lived. It is
is cast in large lettere on the side of the frame on
doubtful
that Elihu continued the manufocture of plane,
all planes observed; however, a thorough search of
after he left ?ownal, because, In 18.5C, Elihu and his
aatent records, including the ?lane Patent Index by
brother Warren perfected and patented the 'Dutcher
ailliam Hilton, reveals no plane patents issued to
Temple" (A pair of 'temples' are important parte in the
Elihu Dutcher. Thus, we can only assume that he inoperation of a Textile loon.) A brief description
tended to patent it or perhaps applied for a patent
quoted from Reference 1'5 states, "The object of a pair
but never received one.
of temtles is to hold the cloth out as wide as passible
It may be more than a coincidence that an iron
during the process of weaving, and also :o prevent the
Plow plane of nearly identical configuration was
warp being draur in or condensed at any part of the
patented in England by James Silcock in 1811. Kendall
drag of the filling.'
Bassett, of Tacoma, Wash., has one of these planes, and
This enterprise was nuite successful, and was
it was illustrated in the British magazine, Woodworker,
continued until 1851 when the E. D.
Draper Co. of
for April 197° . Unfortunately, a comparison photograph
Hopedale, Hass. purchased Elihu's intereet in the
Is not available at this time, but the similarity is
business. Warren Duteher moved to Hopedale,Mass. and
striking. it is aoasible that Dutcher cotied the
continued manufacturing temples in association with the
Silcock plane; however, the PATENT markings indicate
Draper Co. Be became a wealthy and respected citizen
that it is more probable that he had some agreement
of Hopedale, ;easing away peacefully on Jan. 26, 1880.
with Silcock to manufacture and distribute these planes
Unfortunately, the story has a sad ending,
in the United States.
because Elihu Dutcher did not live long to enjoy hisA recent book, A Catitalist Romance-Singer and
success and riches. Shortly after he sold his share
the Sewing Machine, by Ruth Brandon, reveals that there
of the !Temple' Business in 185L, he purchased a large
was considerable interaction between American and
estate
in Waukesha, Wisc., but died two days after he
British inventors and manufacturers during the period
reached his new home.
of 18L0 to 1850.
Recently, this writer purchased one of these
SIMEON=
Iron planes mort,.ed EL-7 DUTCHER,but without the placename (see illus. in photo section of this issue). The
1. Ballou, Adin, History of Milford, Worcester County,
Pownal, it. placename on the plane reported by John
tuAL, published by the Town, Franein 7-ess, 1p52.
Jabs', provided the clue for a starting place to research Mr. Dutcher, and, as luck would have it, it did
2. Biograthiaal Review, Vol. :CKX, Worcester County,
'open the doer, on this interesting gentleman.
)11itsa.,-Eiographical Review.?tb.,Co., Boston,t 1299.
Elihu C. Dttcher was the eldest of twelve
children born to Peter and Luey(Slye) Dutcher. Ho was
3. Brandon, Ruth, A Capitalist Romance-Singer and the
born in Shaftsbury, it. on Nov. 9, 1802. Elihu married
Sewing Machine, J. P. Lipcincott Co., Phila. k N.1.
Sarah ?loss of Noosick, N.T. on March 15, 1827. Elihu
1977.
and Sarah had four children-all arobably born in
?awnal. They were Milton-March 18, 1828; Elisa-Dec. 28,
Hilton, William B., ?lane Patent Index, 122
1829; Julia-May 5, 1533; and Covel-March 1, 1810.
Bickford St., Lynn, Mass., 1977.
Elihu VAS elected as Town Clerk of Pawnal, it.
an March 15,
and served until March 23, 18L1. In
5. International Correatondence School Reference
addition to other pursuits, Elihu was an ordained
Librarl, Cam, Fancy and Automatic Looms, Lobbies,
Baptist Minister and preached for several years in
stn., Vol. 91, international Textbook C., Scranton,
PoWnal.
Pa., 1906.
EL:EU C. DUTCHER
:ERMCNT
:RCN ?LANE MAKER
by
Roger K. Smith

le3e

6. Vital Records, Town of ?carnal, Vt.
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Tower & Lyon Company, 95 Chambers Street, New York
_ .
See ?lane Talk, Vol. II, No. 2, Summer 1977, pg. 7 for additional information on Chaplin',
in this ad were ill Issued to MAP-CHI: 1., CCNVERSE and
patents
mentioned
Floriirs7".7%;
Patented
assigned to John j 7pwer. If anyone has a copy of the booklet nentioned in ad or a catalog
by Tower & :73;7Tott; - 7guld like to know of It.
I
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ELI ODELL
TOOL MAKER

E. ODELL.
2L.A.SE.

No. 41,317.

Fateiteti Tan. 12, 1864.

(WIN
SET, LCWA)
• The sbove inprint, which consists of
ircised capital letters 1/3" hieh, s star ed
on a set of adjustable plonk natch planes
owned by Eeorre Crosby of Lake Chorlet, La.
The 'lanes exhieit a ieh deeree of
worenenehip, and Eli Cdell -est have been
proud, and riehtfully so, to stamp his
planes E:CL:4A:7OR. Left and :tent side •71.ewe•
of the plow ;lane are shown in the p.eoto
section oftttth issue.
The main body and fence are of beech,
the screw arrs and the take-tan nuts are of
applewcod and the handle Is of ash or a similar oren-grained wood.
Both planes, in this set, are
equipped with irons stamped HARE!
N. T. 71thenakers, Etc. by Jane it len
loterts list then as N. T. C. hardware dealers
1942-C7. -(These eealers have been discussed in a
recent issue of Plar.e Ealk.) This indicate, that
_Threnlor.
Eli Eder Iould have been working as early as these
dates.
The usual case is that these e.lar.es without
placenares are relegated to that large and grewira
caterory of '?lanestaker-Location Unkr.oarns. However,
this nano had a familiar 'rine' to It and the first
instinct was to search the ?lane Pater.t 'Index by
.ealliaNt Liltort. It revealed that Eli
of
Witterset, Iowa received patent ea.117:17=jan. 19,
1°61: which was for :losing the throat, etc. on tench
planes. (See drawing and see,. cifications reproethed
here.) No planee,by Eli Odell, with this patented
ELI ODELL, OF WIN:ERSE -I', IOWA.
feature are '<newel to exist.
Th is writer has no intornation en :4interfet,
IMPROVEMENT IN PI-ANES.
Lowe, other than a recent Atlas shows it to be about
31 nilee. S. e. of Ies.voines, and the 1970 census
listed a population of 3,6.94. .4intereet is located
Sprelliesiien termini...5 el Letters rAseet-No. 18.3117,4(N Jewry LI:1AM
.
on or near the eicidle River. Perhaps this source
and is done breotting the Jim:diler at the
of water ?ewer was the reascn Eli Odell located there. • 7.; calZ :rhons it may concern.
Be ir twee that 1, ELI ODELL. of ‘ri:eere throat of the plane and sliding the (ace-piece
An interesting sidelight to this story is that
set. ,bladisoo comity, and State of Iowa, have toward the bit, Aotl is represented by• I Le let•iinterset was the birthplace of another famous 'esker', th ee:tired an Improvement on the Co==eo ter B. Thus, the throat may he erg-slated in
but he was a movie maker named Marion :41chael Aorrison,1 Plant iz two partienlars, SA hereinafter de- sue mini the plane is worn out. Said (iv.
acnied. refenr--or
hod to the areorips. piece is usoved by and hei4 by two screse,
better known as John Wayne. *Sing .1rii wings, and to the !cum) of ref.:et-iv . the olio ou the top. letter C, aamies Ce-saab
?lanes stameed CharlesCdel have been reported • warted thereon.
• the npper part of the plane and down into :otin WFIEICA, and a pair of side r•abbet
—
planes by this
: nth nature of my improvements are in the ter 13 into a out that basplay, that it can slide
Teo fenowing particulars: First, the thread along in a mortise in letter B. The other.ia
maker are owned by Richard Souza of Gloucester, Mass.
of it* plane is to be cat concave, instead of : the front enddreprestoted by D.)ce 311CJI with
This is not 'leant to suggest any connection between
trapia. an a the tsal form. tbas entirely a out in a mortise in the upper part of the
the two -.seers, but it is pointed out because of the
• precsating it from cbokiug rub shaOrirs, a. Nese, which net books into letter 8, which
similarity in the last names Cdel(1). This reninds
crattemary with the anuntou furs; recoml. can slide either toupee or elicit the throat- le
loaproweinent is to torrent the enlargecceat of order to dismal/ea letter D (the (si•e•pieee)
us of the differences in spelling Wetheral(1).
direot of plane as t be farm wears away by: from the plane. unscrew letter C until letter
the
It would be interesting to know where
cot. wlieb is dune in the followtog tuanuer: 13 *owes loose.
Cdell received his training. Perhaps, some
What I claim as new, aod desire to secore
Car earth the depth of one inch (more or less! .
interected nertber from the a
lit 'lee of the plane from the throat to the by Letters Patent, Is- d-West could shed SCES
toarerod. Then cut s ;more in the center ;
plait.. !nth the adjustable f.tce-plare B.
lieet on this talented Toolnaker.
ef the plane from the trout end to the •••in enn,hination with • teacart throat, the
We would like to hear of any other ;lanes
throgg on the ander side. Theo male a whole constructed sod operated substantially
by this 'taker, in particular, any with the patented
3eli4isite piece to torte tkat part of the fa:col as deaenbed.
features. R. K.S.
the pint. cut oat, and also to It the groove{
ELI ODELL.
emmtnetely. The object of this piece on the
WIteeesei:
NC!: This article borders on the edges ofboth sections fact of the plane is to keep the throat of the!
Jeo.LEOSAID,
piece 8=11 ae the face wears away by est. •
A. D. Yost.za.
of ?lane Talk. However, since it involves a
patented plane It because this writer has all the
-aterial, it was more expeditious to include it
here.

7,-77,;

•

ila: 41744"-Zo.

UNITED STATES- PATENT OFFICE.-

1.011O

- Orr. CALIFORNIA.

Floyd Locher of Aubaxrn, Ca. reports, a eetal plane •
with features similar to the
patent. However, the
peuepose of the adjustable nose is to "ethrultaneously ad- •
just the capacity of the throat & depth of cut without
changing the positicn of the iron.
Thie was patent _..212
# 5.
,6 issued to
u.is Hardt of
Tuba City, Ca. on Aug. 9, 19-0.17
"z-. Locher purchased the plane in Grass Valley, Ca.
which is 25 miles north of Auburn and 25 nilem east of
Tuba City. Thus, in 95 years, it did not travel very far
from its place of origin.
The ;lane is of high quality castings', II. 5/S"
11,!.
:t is equipeed with a2 3/3" w. cutter and a frog
narked
SAP.MIT. HAir...7 is stampeet on the movable nose and on the
underside of the lever cap.
Because of the scarcity of these planes (This is
the only krewn sceciren.) this writer suggests that
Hardt nade a vere snail production ran k pu--erased tee
seardard parts fre.n Sargent. :4r. Locher', plane nay be
the prototype only. We would like to hear of any other
own s pee ire ns
See illus.

of Hardt plane in ;het° section.

No. 502,906.

1118ZT
MAIL
Patera/pi Lug. 8, 1893.
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"Dutcher and Odell Planes discussed in IMP"

HARDT PLANE

RIGHT SIDE
ELI ODELL PLANE

RIGHT SIDE
DUTCHER PLANE

LEFT SIDE
DUTCHER PLANE

LEFT SIDE
ELI ODELL PLANE

Details of patent iron
adjustment from a plane
owned by Bill Hilton.

Similar plane owned by
the Secretary. The patent
is dated May 27, 1856.

These planes of Harold Fountain were
found with a hoard of wheelwright's tools
and appear to be for planing felloes. They
adjust between 1'/2" and 5".
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. ALVIN SELLENS AUTHORS •
"WOODWORKING PLANES"
.Three things you can do for your
editor:
Fortunately for the rhykenological
ONE.- Members' sketches have a
fraternity little attention has been
way of turning up as illustratiens
paid to the occasional carping sugin the Bulletin even when they are
gestion that there are too many books
intended only as informal communion planes. Otherwise we might have
cations. We don't mind doing cosbeen deprived of the latest contribumetic work on rough sketches since
tion to our libraries, Alvin Sellen's
we know their creators did not foreWOODWORKING PLANES. Subtitled A DESsee their
trig printed. We do, how- CRIPTIVE
REGISTER OF WOODEN PLANES,
_
ever, ha =fic- 'es with ruled
Sellen's book provides the collector
paper.
used sometimes with an excellent ready reference work
for J.
very
permitting the identification of aldiffici
most any type of plane. Indeed it
Youl,
7oes further to highlight
the features
• '1'
VOL
clue,s
ii?
'-ii.,4,fferentiate
the
frequently
ste,
° the
expec
4e21
Varieties within the major
f or ,
out
7Y
Ztvi
-t979
-------*
-i.
•
rye
phor
(Sp..
organized on
Zecozvs
2129.
eze
a I.E.oa.e
groundSelle
29,91
Zet
ho.2
and some
\T.71:.NLEY
Vo."4"
/
youz
our chea
k2.2oh,
You
e
_don't ge5
n„.....--77
.if
any lase is a
1
20t.
Of
1-2 Of
Pe.i
white photos w3
-1414N8, ,
Me4
Oj
a choice.
il e
A;
THREE- Try not t ask /1
of
Zt,
return of materials sent inflf •
are unique and the only way You
e.r.vee'
ec).
2
supoly something is on a "return,
please" basis, 0.K., but your edit: 4el'i-et° 11'22,
spends so much time just trying to
keep up with correspondence that
ane
L
-,
56
keeping track of returns, oreparing
LJ
. l',•• •
/eea3
and
them for mailing, etc., cuts into
. :eciatind by
ING
the time available for putting the
collectors o is:, all stages of sophisBulletin to7cther.
Tncidentallv,
tication. We sustect that it -;-M
we continee to be embarassed by cur
soon begin to be quoted in
inability to make timely acknowledgeas a
lists, as has THE cT•NT.Ev
ment
all letters:, Bulletin consimple and univereel way of describng
tributions, donations, a:
other
planes beirg offered.
fcrms of assistance
thae
this
sal•e by sev,,,-al anticue
Avai1ab3e
way.
Please undeseend thee both
tool dealers, Wk7C. CRING PLANES can
the Society and it officoi and
from the
also be
editor are .!rat6.!ful for your
,
Alvin Sollcs, 134 (-lark St. , Augu
Kansa!,z , 7010. Price - Sil. 3. pp 232,
indexed,
•
t.14

